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The Witch's Glass

2017

members of the league of beastly dreadfuls venture to the most forbidden back alleys of nowhere special seeking an unbreakable glass cabinet that holds the key to anastasia s missing grandfather

Eva Diligence and the Witch's Glass Book 1

2021-04-09

eva diligence has a very unpredictable life some can say a life so unpredictable one she could never imagine

League of Beastly Dreadfuls #3: The Witch's Glass

2017-08-22

wonderfully witty chris grabenstein new york times bestselling author of escape from mr lemoncello s library and coauthor with james patterson of the house of robots and treasure hunters series take one

part roald dahl a pinch of the mysterious benedict society and a dash of lemony snicket then add a league of adventurous children a little magic and a centuries old feud with witches and you get this

quirky and darkly hilarious middle grade series long ago the evil wizard calixto swift committed a terrible crime against twelve year old anastasia s family a crime that began the perpetual war between

witches and the people of nowhere special the witches have long since been banished but deep in the darkest most forbidden back alleys of nowhere special lies calixto s mysterious unbreakable glass

cabinet and that cabinet holds the key to anastasia s missing grandfather if anastasia ollie quentin and gus aka the league of beastly dreadfuls can decipher the clues and figure out how to open it steel

yourselves dear readers as the feud between the witches and anastasia s family heats up in book 3 of the league of beastly dreadfuls series our heroes wild sleuthing will put them far closer to witch magic

than proper children should ever be prepare for shocking revelations about who anastasia really is it is safe to say that this may be the league s most dangerous and important puzzle yet
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The Witch's Mirror

2016-06-08

discover the fascinating history tradition and modern uses of the witch s mirror from choosing and making the perfect mirror to using it to boost self esteem and prosperity this book provides valuable

information for witches of all levels fun and easy to use the witch s mirror features advice from well known witches as well as spells and crafts to enhance your magic explore the symbols and practice of

scrying uncover the portrayals of mirrors in legends and pop culture harness the reflective power of mirrors with meditations and much more mickie mueller invites you to gaze through the looking glass and

see your magical self wielding the mirror as a key tool to a successful happy and enchanted life praise the witch s mirror is a lighthearted book that reflects a wide variety of perspectives techniques and

magickal styles ellen dugan author of the witchery series and the natural psychic this book is a very thorough and complete manual that explains historical lore superstitions and also how to utilize this tool

with ease it is a must have for any witches library celeste heldstab author of llewellyn s complete formulary of magical oils mickie mueller has brought to life in this charming book all the magic and history

of this simple yet potent tool with her own signature grace and eloquence amythyst raine author of the gray witch s grimoire mueller s conversational style and uncomplicated how to directions make mirror

magic accessible to the novice and experienced witch alike this book is enlightening practical and great fun to read shana robinson author of terra signs and co author of shamanism the spirit mate mickie

mueller is the perfect guide through the looking glass the witch s mirror takes one of the most common daily tools and reveals its innate magic lunaea weatherstone author of tending brigid s flame and

mystical cats tarot if you want to know about magic and mirrors this is the book for you mickie mueller has done an excellent job of researching and bringing together all the many facets of mirror related

beliefs traditions and lore tess whitehurst author of holistic energy magic and magical housekeeping

The Witch's Mirror

2016

discover the fascinating history tradition and modern uses of the witch s mirror from choosing and making the perfect mirror to using it to boost self esteem and prosperity this book provides valuable

information for witches of all levels fun and easy to use the witch s mirror features advice from well known witches as well as spells and crafts to enhance your magic explore the symbols and practice of

scrying uncover the portrayals of mirrors in legends and pop culture harness the reflective power of mirrors with meditations and much more mickie mueller invites you to gaze through the looking glass and

see your magical self wielding the mirror as a key tool to a successful happy and enchanted life praise the witch s mirror is a lighthearted book that reflects a wide variety of perspectives techniques and

magickal styles ellen dugan author of the witchery series and the natural psychic this book is a very thorough and complete manual that explains historical lore superstitions and also how to utilize this tool
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with ease it is a must have for any witches library celeste heldstab author of llewellyn s complete formulary of magical oils mickie mueller has brought to life in this charming book all the magic and history

of this simple yet potent tool with her own signature grace and eloquence amythyst raine author of the gray witch s grimoire mueller s conversational style and uncomplicated how to directions make mirror

magic accessible to the novice and experienced witch alike this book is enlightening practical and great fun to read shana robinson author of terra signs and co author of shamanism the spirit mate mickie

mueller is the perfect guide through the looking glass the witch s mirror takes one of the most common daily tools and reveals its innate magic lunaea weatherstone author of tending brigid s flame and

mystical cats tarot if you want to know about magic and mirrors this is the book for you mickie mueller has done an excellent job of researching and bringing together all the many facets of mirror related

beliefs traditions and lore tess whitehurst author of holistic energy magic and magical housekeeping

The Witch's Familiar

2003

you can use familiars as guardians during dream or astral work or to protect your home and property this work shows how to obtain a familiar and work with one and it also provides cautions and remedies

for any problems that may occur in this magical partnership

The Witches of the Glass Castle

2017-03-08

a storm is coming mia and her brother dino s life is about to be turned upside down thrown into a world of witches hunters and magic can they survive

The Witches of the Glass Castle

2015-05-14

sixteen year old mia s life is turned upside down when she uncovers her family secret that she and her brother dino are witches seeking refuge in an ancient castle the siblings begin down a path that will

change their lives forever suddenly thrust into a world where handsome warriors command the power of nature and peoples thoughts and actions can be manipulated at will mia and dino struggle to

navigate their own allegiances and do what they know to be right even when everything around them seems beyond their control
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The Witch’s Mates

2024-02-26

i am just about to turn around and head down the alley toward the street when i see two shadows step away from the wall a little farther down from where i am standing i can t see any features but i can

guess from their statures that they are both men i don t know what species they are though but given that they just witnessed me kill a vampire i decide it s time to get the hell out of here at least they

aren t blocking my path to the street just as that thought crosses my mind i hear the back door to the club open and close i don t want to take my eyes off the men in front of me but i have to see who just

walked out to assess the new danger before turning to look though i pull out my remaining weapon also hidden in my boot a silver dagger it s only really good for killing werewolves but it can do some

damage to other supernaturals too i give the figures in front of me one last look they haven t moved at all and then glance behind me my breath stops for a moment and it feels like my heart stops along

with it willow is a witch who hunts down and kills other supernaturals after the great massacre of the wiccan community their population had been decimated so while they try to rebuild their population and

plan their revenge they take out as many supernaturals as they can but everything changes for willow when she meets keaton everett aizen and devlin this is a fantasy reverse harem romance novel it will

have mature themes including but not limited to violence sexual themes sexual scenes including light bdsm abuse and mentions of rape please do not read if you feel uncomfortable with any of these

things or if you feel they will be harmful to your mental health

The Witch's Rain

2012-01-17

the binary stars ti and silan are hosts for the kovalen planetary system the ruling monarchy of the system employs royal security to handle the problems of subversive or militant elements on the other

inhabited planets in the system their methods are swift and ruthless their director mr detu controls the specially trained assassins that are at his disposal one of his agents jaan larin is among the best he

has ever trained larin grew up a presumed orphan on the streets of kovalen s capital city his hardened mentality and incredible aptitudes make him an ideal recruit for the work that detu needs done larin

now heavily experienced in the field of covert terminations is hand picked for a mission that is vital to the very existence of the the order the kovalen royal family that rules the system his mission is to

return to his homeworld a place he has no memeory of ever being on to conduct a search and recovery of stolen tech manuals for the most dangerous weapon of mass destruction ever developed and

used the implosion warhead device can annihilate a whole planet reduce it to rubble a tattoo given to him at birth is his key to infiltrating the society of his homeworld the planet damirius is but a frontier

planet with its own ideas of independence the ruling regime wants the matter of the stolen plans to be solved quietly the only clue that has been found has traced the stolen plans to damririus that clue is a
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woman s name jaquin before setting off on his assignment larin s street hewn suspicions lead him to the discovery that he is meant to accomplish his mission but not live to tell the tale he is to be the

pawn in a cover up that will ensure the quiet solution that the royal family wants his mind begins to bound from one vision to another in a manner he can t understand all he can do is cling to the

realization that he must survive the visions he sees are that of a woman a most beautiful and seductive woman that torments his very soul the damirian mysticism begins its work and larin is driven by his

passions in what turns into the self realizations and discovery of who he really is the kidnapped heir to the throne of damirius spiritually bound together by the unexplainable phenomenon called the wait he

and jaquin are pulled together in an alliance to foil the plans of the order hunted and haunted larin is first driven away from jaquin into the frozen wild of damirius the struggle that ensues brings them

together and sets a new course for the history of the entire kovalen solar system

The Witch's Bag of Tricks

2012-02-08

increase your power improve your spellcasting and reclaim the spark of excitement you felt when you took those very first steps down your magickal path the first book of its kind to offer solitary eclectics a

solution to the problem of dull or ineffective magick the witch s bag of tricks will help practicing witches boost creativity improve abilities and cast powerful spells that work whether your rituals have become

rote or your spells just aren t working you don t have to settle for magickal mediocrity designed for the experienced eclectic practitioner this guidebook offers advanced spellcasting techniques and practical

hands on exercises for personalized magickal development you ll gain the skills and knowledge you need to custom design your own spells and advance your mystical development breathe fresh life into

your practice and take your magickal skills further than ever with the witch s bag of tricks praise full of useful information thoughtful questions to ponder and clever suggestions for how to put the zip back

in your magickal life belongs on the shelf of every practicing witch deborah blake author of everyday witch a to z spellbook

The Witch's Trinity

2009-06-25

witch some words can kill germany 1507 in a time when famine is rife and panic spreading people resort to desperate measures in order to survive when a visiting friar suggests that witchcraft is to blame

for their failing crops irmeltrud sees it as an opportunity to get rid of her burdensome mother in law güde frustrated with having to feed the old woman who brings nothing to the table she is quick to point

the dreaded finger of suspicion güde has three days to clear her name or be led to the stake
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The Glass Witch

2022

twelve year old adelaide goode the weakest witch born to the goode family in centuries accidentally unleashes a curse that threatens to erase her and magic if she fails to break the spell before midnight

on halloween

The Witch's Kind

2019-03-19

in the aftermath of world war ii two women with unusual gifts must protect a mysterious baby in a poignant tale of family sacrifice and magic barrie anne blythe and her aunt charlotte have always known

that the other residents of their small coastal community find them peculiar two women living alone on the outskirts of town it is the price of concealing their strange and dangerous family secret but two

events threaten to upend their lives forever the first is the arrival of a mysterious abandoned baby with a hint of power like their own the second is the sudden reappearance of barrie anne s long lost

husband who is not quite the man she thought she married together barrie anne and charlotte must decide how far they are willing to go to protect themselves and the child they think of as their own from

suspicious neighbors the government and even their own family praise for the witch s kind the strength of morgan s powerful story is her depiction of this time and place and the everyday struggles of

determined women a great choice for readers who enjoy novels by alice hoffman and barbara kingsolver booklist family love and ultimately personal strength fans of morgan s the secret history of witches

will appreciate this latest installment and newcomers will be equally enchanted historical novel society for more from louisa morgan check out a secret history of witches the age of witches

The Alpha's Witch - The Witch's Pack Complete Collection

2022-07-12

it s just a scratch a scratch that transforms the witch forever already a witch at breaking point i really can t be dealing with the latest scandal affecting my life i m busy selling spells when my brother

accidently kills a werewolf attracting the wrath of my enemy the brighton pack alpha malone his attack leaves me with a scratch that turns me into the first ever hybrid witch and solidifies my expulsion from

the coven leaving me all alone i m not sure how much more i can take when malone smells his toxins in me he vows to help me through the first shift as alpha his responsibility is to his pack and turning a
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witch is against sacred wolf laws his pack will disown him if he doesn t get rid of me he s ready to rectify his wrong threatening to end my life until i shift and the mating bond is evoked can malone reject

the forbidden pull towards me in order to keep his pack or will i be able to escape before he claims me and jeopardises his position as alpha shifter romance werewolf romance werewolf shifter witches

romance witch hybrid witch witch romance paranormal romance complete collection complete series rejected mates fated mates

The Witch's Book of Candle Magic

2021-08-10

a candle magic book for beginner and professional witches candles are an essential part of a witch s spiritual practice candle work is not only easy and accessible for witches across a variety of ages and

levels of experience but it s also one of the most powerful tools in the realm of magic learn both basic and intricate candle spells like a pro candle magic is special because it combines two essential

elements light and color this makes these spells perfect for setting intention and divination as well as being an essential for every witch s altar display this book complete with candle spells incantations and

rites consolidates the scope of magic that can be performed utilizing candles to offer practical uses for readers find hope and healing through this spell book complete with knowledge and wisdom from best

selling author cerridwen greenleaf you can learn how to choose the perfect candles for your practice consider the properties of various colors and shapes and learn a variety of candle spells and practices

inviting in peace love and prosperity to enhance your life inside witch s book of candle magic you ll learn what it means to charge your candle and how to do so what different color candles represent

during your rituals how to make your own candle numerous types of wiccan spells if you liked candle magic for beginners book of candle magic or wicca book of candle spells you ll love witch s book of

candle magic

The Witch's Wrath

2023-01-19

a dark hunger lurks within an unsuspecting town after waking in a field surrounded by corpses vincent donnelly was forced to confront the spirit of a deadly necromancer now another lost soul selena

speaks to him and if vincent is to have any hope of solving the mystery of his past he must heed her ghostly call as they travel to the quaint town of burnham massachusetts selena informs vincent that

she was once a witch and claims he brutally murdered her vincent has no memory of hurting anyone but someone killed those people in the field could it have been him as he struggles to piece together

his dark past sinister forces are closing in and vincent is not the only one who hears the whispers of the dead a local townswoman bent on avenging her friend s death has found a way to communicate

with a powerful ghost together they drain the spiritual energy of all around them and unless vincent can convince selena to help this malevolent force will reduce everyone in town to a shriveled husk
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including vincent himself

The Witch's Yearbook

2022-03-03

celebrate the wheel of the year from samhain to mabon with remedies charms crystals and diy crafts that connect you with sabbat traditions and customs this book will guide you through a year of magic

based on the cycles of nature and guided by the seasons it will give you the tools and know how to unveil the magic that surrounds us by celebrating the eight sabbats of the wheel of the year you will

work with nature to activate your hidden power and trigger miraculous happenings witchcraft can attract love give your career a boost protect your home and help with healing it will enrich your life packed

with information and inspiration this book boosts well being self worth and happiness by tapping into the healing power of nature the cycle of the seasons the pull of the moon the wisdom of ancient trees

and forgotten paths and the spiritual rewards of creativity it includes seasonal spells remedies rituals and affirmations that use the power of plants herbs and stones to offer guidance and healing features

including crystal gazing dowsing reading the tarot the magic of stone circles and folklore traditions to increase knowledge and inspire curiosity creative projects with a witchy purpose that can be used in

rituals and spells whether you are a solitary hedge witch part of a coven a practicing witch or an aspiring one this book will furnish you with the vital knowledge to enrich your journey and to sprinkle magic

and enchantment over every day

The Witch's Apothecary

2023-12-07

bestselling author of the seasons of the witch oracle cards series lorriane anderson has created a practical guide for beginning and advanced witches to unlock the greater powers of making your own

apothecary blends lorriane owns and operates her own successful soul based apothecary and uses her own practices to teach you how to make potions based on your needs intentions and energy a

sacred living lifestyle is like slow living and spiritually infused and focused on mindfulness magic and self care learn to craft magical blends that carefully follow the wheel of the year you will feel

empowered to craft your own formulas for personal use experiment and work from nature to create magical blends which tie into sacred sabbat days and tip into your magical energy imagine creating your

own candle to improve and appreciate abundance in your life or creating an incense to clear blocks in your life to love learn about the various ingredients practices and exercises needed to begin your

magical journey and start your own witchy apothecary you will also find a selection of over 100 recipes associated with each of the sabbats in the wheel of the year and instructions on how to deepen your

connection with nature through these seasonal cycles
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The Witch's Complement

2021-02-08

life has taught abby to keep her magic under wraps especially at work where she s an apprentice to seattle s hottest new tattoo artist but meeting her mentor s friend a gorgeous witch named wren rips

abby s intentions to hell when wren s magic sparks to life more than abby s attraction wren has never shared a connection so strong with another witch and she isn t sure she wants to her last relationship

ended with a funeral but abby s energy is impossible to resist and soon wren isn t sure what she wants more her old life back or a future with abby when abby s mentor s girlfriend walks into the shop

dripping with dark magic abby enlists wren s help to find the source whoever is behind the dark energy only needs a couple of unwilling mediums to unleash pure evil onto the world and it turns out wren

knows just the two mediums they re looking for

The Witch's Daughter

2023-07-04

a spellbinding tale of love lust magic and betrayal in imperial russia i couldn t put it down santa montefiore a city in flames a revolution raging a woman on the run nadezhda has never wanted to be a

witch but the occult is in her blood her mother militza conjured rasputin and introduced him into the romanov court releasing the devil himself now he is dead but militza still dreams of him he stalks her

sleep and haunts her waking hours as petrograd burns and the russian empire crumbles nadezhda escapes through the corpse laden streets of the capital concealing on her person a book of generational

magic magic she once described as foolishness but as danger grows ever closer she may be forced to embrace her heritage to save what she loves most based on a true story the witch s daughter is an

epic tale of women rising from the ashes of an empire perfect for fans of elodie harper s the wolf den and madeline miller s circe in the witches of st petersburg we met grand duchesses militza and her

sister anastasia queens of the dark arts this is nadezhda s story praise for imogen edwards jones richly imagined daisy goodwin razor sharp brilliant candace bushnell i couldn t put it down claudia

winkleman

The Witch's Book of Potions

2017-05-08
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90 recipes for every intention from healing to prosperity to love join popular author michael furie on an exploration of the many brews infusions and elixirs that empower your magical work featuring more

than 90 easy to follow recipes that call for ingredients found at the local grocery store this hands on book is a must have resource for your shelf discover potions to raise your psychic skills boost your

sabbat celebrations access the power of astrological signs and restore wellness in yourself and others learn how to use different cauldrons and kettles make other magical mixtures like oils and ointments

and work with a wide variety of correspondences you ll also enjoy magical cocktails recipes for increasing luck and money herbal creations that channel the energy of the elements and more this irresistible

book brings the iconic image of a witch stirring her brew into twenty first century reality

The Witch's Cookbook

1997-01-01

conjure up enchanting recipes worthy of legendary witches gather round your cauldron and summon your culinary senses the witch s cookbook brings you 75 recipes and gorgeous photographs inspired by

literature film and television s most adored witches start your magical journey with five charming chapters cast your best bewitching breakfasts and beginnings invoke snacks starters and séances captivate

your coven with enticing entrees and enchantments reveal desserts delights and divinations with a flick of your wand and pour potions with beldam brews and beverages whip up beguiling recipes inspired

by your favorite shows such as cold blooded jelly donuts piper s wheat germ pancakes aunt hilda s truth cake marthe s special cake arthur duncan s brose pudding chihiro s onigiri nose twitch coq a vin

poor unfortunate soul octopus life potion the green elixir get your cauldron crackling with dozens of recipes from snacks and small bites to treats and cakes to warming drinks and cocktails as you immerse

yourself in your favorite stories worthy of wiccans with recipes from the witch s cookbook

The Witch's Cauldron

2019-02-08

explore the spellbinding history tradition and modern uses of the witch s cauldron from blessing and using your cauldron in ritual and divination to practicing kitchen witchery with it this easy to use book

provides essential information for witches of all ages and skill levels the witch s cauldron shows you the ins and outs of one of the most iconic tools in witchcraft learn about the cauldron s role in lore and

mythology its development through the ages and old world witchery discover how to choose personalize and care for your cauldron and find unconventional ones already in your home this entertaining

book also features advice and spells from well known writers helping you delve into the endless possibilities for using a cauldron in your practice
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The Witch's Dream

2022-01-04

this is the extraordinary account of donner grau s experiences with doña mercedes an aged healer in a remote venezuelan town known for its spiritualists sorcerers and mediums

The Witch's Peril

2018-06-01

magic vampires fallen empires and dangerous prophecies fans of the vampire diaries a shade of a vampire and twilight will be blown away by a witch between worlds the vampire lords have finally come to

stonehold pressure builds within the occupied castle driving wedges between all the young lovers elliott and clara must reconcile their changes or push each other apart forever driven by prophecies of the

coming storm lorelei battles her curse nikki struggles against her insanity and kinsey must choose her loyalties salvation and danger come intertwined clara is given a chance to choose her own destiny but

she must face the cunning of the vampire lords alone stripped of protections it is time for the fledgling witch s fate to be decided witch between worlds is unlike anything you ve read this year adina meyers

forget everything you think you know a witch between worlds will surprise you at every turn fantasy daily i m hooked and i can t stop reading emma glass has a way with words and i m in love with the

world she has lovingly crafted selena reviews

The Witch's Revenge: An Urban Fantasy Thriller (Myth & Magic, Book 1

2014-08-05

enter a hidden world where magic is real and danger lurks around every corner when henry stone discovers he s a witch on his 21st birthday and someone murders his parents he s plunged into a shadow

realm of supernatural crime ancient rivalries and deadly power games to survive henry must join the mysterious covert executioners network coven a secret society of magical assassins sworn to protect

the innocent barely in control of his devastating magical abilities henry struggles to prove himself at coven s academy for fledgling executioners but his trials are only beginning henry needs to take down

the vicious dark witch who killed his family and he ll stop at nothing to get revenge now henry must master his powers and confront this merciless killer before more innocent blood is spilled henry is out for

justice but in a world of dark magic and darker deeds will he be the hunter or the prey fast paced action packed and crackling with suspense the witch s revenge is a bewitching urban fantasy thriller
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perfect for fans of jim butcher ben aaronovitch and benedict jacka buy your copy now and join henry on his first spellbinding mission

The Witch's Quest & Brimstone Prince

2010-06

surrendering to their passion is the ultimate danger the witch s quest kelyn saint pierre always had a thing for valor hearst but after he makes a harrowing sacrifice to save the witch from a gruesome death

kelyn s certain any spark between them is gone forever there may be a way valor can repay her hero but it won t be easy now they re joined in a dangerous quest pitting them against deadly magics and

dark creatures brimstone prince michael d arcy turov is heir to the throne of hell a legacy he rejects then he meets lily santiago the adopted daughter of the daemon king and her kiss awakens the

brimstone burn he s long suppressed a pawn in the war between her father and rogue daemons lily is determined to let michael keep his freedom but what if his desire for her takes him back to hell

The Witch's Curse

2016-06-24

it s up to lucas and clara to reverse a curse on the kingdom in this fourth chapter book in the fantastical kingdom of wrenly series someone has cursed the kingdom of wrenly making it rain nonstop for six

whole days the fields are in danger of flooding which will ruin all the crops can lucas and clara figure out who s behind the evil spell and stop the villain before it s too late with easy to read language and

illustrations on almost every page the kingdom of wrenly chapter books are perfect for beginning readers

Witches Stained Glass Coloring Book

2014-02-12

sixteen witchy women include enchantresses from the wizard of oz macbeth the lion the witch and the wardrobe and other works of literature witches from famous fairy and folk tales are also featured
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The Witch's List

2016-01-08

sandy beech doesn t believe in witches and the supernatural however certain strange events occur which put his scepticism to the test a burning book a falling crucifix a mysterious illness and a fire in a

convent which kills all twelve nuns on her death bead bernadette the last surviving nun warns him to control his lusts and avoid african women sandy finds this difficult since he is attracted to exotic dark

skinned women and after his hedonistic university exchange year in paris marries rocky from the ivory coast five years later childless and with the marriage souring they decide to visit rocky s home country

sandy is drawn into a world of strange beliefs and practices he finds out about the witch s list a list of people destined to die and is attacked by various animals starting with a ferocious dog in abidjan he

delves further and further into the realm of african witchcraft but the horrific truth remains obscure the witch s list is the first of a trilogy

The Witch's Thief

1887

to save her sister s life julia grey seeks a spell hidden somewhere within merriweather manor her position as a lady s companion affords her the freedom to search the house but time is running out the

necromancer she s bargained with is growing impatient and an unexpected appearance of a man from her past makes matters worse in an already complicated situation basil merriweather returns to

england after ten years abroad to discover his childhood sweetheart living in his home but he s no longer the carefree man of his youth and she s hiding something deadly secrets basil vows to uncover

even as he hides a dark secret of his own while neither basil nor julia will trust in the other their hearts speak a truer language in a grand attempt to save julia s sister and basil s life the two must finally

confess sinister truths will their admissions help or hinder any future they may have together or will the necromancer destroy all in a vile attempt at revenge

The Witch's Athame

2020-08-19

full of practical applications for both the circle and the home the witch s athame shows you how to utilize the ritual blade to its highest potential discover everything you need to know about finding the right

athame personalizing and consecrating it and using it in your practice tracing this impressive tool from ancient times to the present day the witch s athame presents the symbolism history and modern uses
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of the ritual blade also featured throughout are getting to the point short segments of wisdom by knowledgeable writers from contemporary athames made of stone and crystal to folklore about knives in

magic this book helps enhance your craft and appreciation of such a versatile tool praise the most complete book on the ritual blade that i ve ever seen an informative and fun read christopher penczak

author of the award winning temple of witchcraft series solid accessible and a genuine pleasure to read mankey is sure to teach you something no matter how long you ve cherished your own ritual blade

thorn mooney high priestess of the foxfire coven

The Witch's Head

2022-03-08

all i wanted was a normal boring college life one free of life threatening conditions and medical treatments i ve dealt with since birth but then magic happened now there s this weird electricity pulsing

through my hands and a vampire elf and cat in my life trying to help me control my power oh and someone is hunting me for my magic he won t stop at anything until he gets it yeah so much for normal

the silver witch chronicles reading order the witches spark the witches chalice the witches dragon the witches sword the witches destiny prequel from traian s pov legends of carpatia a collection of magical

tales

The Witch's Spark

2023-04-27

everything you ever wanted to know about spellcraft whether you desire love money luck or protection this book includes the techniques you need to manifest your will in the world this fascinating collection

of magick covers everything from moon energy and herbs to creative visualization and poppets learn how to write your own spells or practice some that are tried and true this book includes nearly a

hundred spells from the four authors as well as contributing witches such as madame pamita astrea taylor thorn mooney and others the witch s book of spellcraft shares enchantments for spiritual

cleansing driving away enemies bonding with your animal companion and other specific needs you will discover magickal uses for candles crystals knots oils incense and much more with expert advice on

so many types of magick this comprehensive guide is sure to become a well loved part of your collection
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The Witch's Book of Spellcraft

2022-09-13

spells rituals and elemental magick for dealing with the stress and strain of 21st century life the modern world has pushed many of us to breaking point our bodies and minds are burnt out and we can feel

anxious inadequate and lonely this is because we were meant for a very different life one that connects us with swaying trees wild creatures and the rush of the elements across our skin we are meant to

feel the power and peace of being at one with nature in the witch s survival guide jennifer lane shows you how to take back control of your life and tap into the deep magick that resides in the plants trees

and ancient places of this world among the many spells and rituals you will learn to make an energy protection spell with a simple apple use candle magic to draw self love into your life soothe anxiety and

create balance with the powers of water let it all go under a full moon through guided spell work jennifer shows us how to harness the natural forces of the four elements earth air fire and water so that we

can finally restore and enrich our souls

The Witch's Survival Guide

2011-04

manifest your dreams with easy to follow spells that align with the cycles of nature and the universe magic can change your life and help you manifest your best self anyone with the curiosity and

willingness can connect to the power of the natural and supernatural and to blend ancient practices in a modern context adapted from sarah bartlett s the witch s spellbook this guide gives new and

aspiring witches a simple path to the art of practical magic and the empowerment of magic spells following an introduction to the basics of witchcraft the witch s spellbook for beginners holds an abundance

of spells organized by concern including your self change wishes love home and family career money and protection whether you are looking to channel spirit guides and those who have passed over need

a protection amulet for you or a loved one or manifest a new direction that aligns with your life s desires this spellbook will empower and inform your budding craft as a witch harness the power of the

astrological elements explore the lunar cycles and how they can enhance your magic and embrace the seasons to amplify your spells and divination work the spells include find your life direction restore

holistic health make a decision manifest an aspiration ignite desire get over a breakup change careers open the door to prosperity banish negativity plan your spellwork by date season and lunar phase and

identify spells that can be used any time using the calendar index of spells at the back of the book start your journey into witchcraft with purposeful and practical spells for every day and every event
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The Witch's Spellbook for Beginners

2016-04-25

belinda is an only child and lonely when her mother has to leave home to recover from an illness her grandmother arrives to look after her belinda discovers to her delight that she has a very unusual

grandmother her grandmother s cat a superior siamese called senna is equally unusual for the first time belinda s life is full of friends and adventures she learns how to fly a moth eaten carpet to visit her

mother turn a big black bear back into her father and saves senna from certain death

Belinda and the Witch's Cat

this carefully crafted ebook the witch s head supernatural thriller is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents sir henry rider haggard 1856 1925 was an english writer of

adventure novels and dark fantasy stories set in exotic locations predominantly africa and a pioneer of the lost world literary genre ernest did not sleep well that night the scene of the evening haunted his

dreams and he awoke with a sense of oppression that follows impartially on the heels of misfortune folly and lobster salad nor did the broad light of the summer day disperse his sorrows indeed it only

served to define them more clearly ernest was a very inexperienced youth but inexperienced as he was he could not but recognise that he had let himself in for an awkward business extract

THE WITCH'S HEAD (Supernatural Thriller)
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